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Chapter 3 professional image answers

Read Chapter 3 pdf and click to view the powerpoint. Click on the workbook file, download, print or complete and save, submit through live uploads or before the deadline. Click on your source of Professional Image review guide for test preparation. Chapter 3.ppt 3 of your professional images.pdf Chapter 3 of your professional Images Workbook (review
guide) 1. What am I learning today? Chapter 3 Your Professional Images: LO1 = Understanding the importance of professional hygiene 2. Why am I learning this? A professional who has a pleasant professional image can be trusted to perform their beauty services. 3. How do I use it? You need to look stylish, your makeup must be current and wonderfully
used, your hands and nails should be stalled well. You have to present a great number of packages. 4. How do I evaluate? Chapter testing, workbooks, reliability. DO IT NOW! What are the four good personal hygiene habits? 1. What do I learn today? LO2= Concept of dressing to succeed. 2. Why am I learning this? Many salon owners and managers see
appearances, personalities and poise as equally important and knowledge technical and skills. 3. How do I use it? Having good hair, skin and nails advertises your commitment to professional beauty. 4. How do I evaluate? Chapter tests, exit questions, workbooks, marketability DO NOW! Specify: Professional Image 1. What am I learning today? LO3=
Ergonomic principles and postures and Ergonomically correct movements. 2. Why am I learning this? Understanding ergonomics can help keep you healthy and get working 3. How do I use it? Beauty professionals may need to stand up or sit all day and perform repeated movements. 4. How do I evaluate? Exit questions, polleverywhere, test chapters,
workbooks, DO marketability NOW! What are the four ways you can avoid ergonomic-related injuries? One measure that can be taken to prevent injuries to work is to break down the back and forth of motion used by including ____ Regular Stretching Exercise Impressions that you project as a person involved in a cosmetological profession consisting of your
outer appearance, your behavior, your attitude, the way you interact with others, your communication skills, and how you physically hold yourself known as ___. ___ you showcase your figure and convey images of confidence. Recurrent movements have a cumulative effect on the muscles and ____ Daily maintenance of hygiene and health through certain
daily practices known as ___. Regardless of your salon dress code, your clothes should always be clean, fresh, functional, and ____ Another size that is taken to prevent injuries to the job is holding on to perform so that the wrist is in a relatively _____ applied science position with respect to designing and sorting things that people use so that people and
things interact more efficiently and safely known as ___. The most important thing to keep in mind about makeup is that it should ___ your best features and hide your less flattering. For a large degree, your physical presentation consists of your posture and running, and should deliver the ____image. ___.
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